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Abstract. This paper gives an overview of the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc
Track. The main goals of the Ad Hoc Track were three-fold. The first
goal was to investigate the impact of the collection scale and markup,
by using a new collection that is again based on a the Wikipedia but is
over 4 times larger, with longer articles and additional semantic annotations. For this reason the Ad Hoc track tasks stayed unchanged, and
the Thorough Task of INEX 2002–2006 returns. The second goal was to
study the impact of more verbose queries on retrieval effectiveness, by
using the available markup as structural constraints—now using both
the Wikipedia’s layout-based markup, as well as the enriched semantic
markup—and by the use of phrases. The third goal was to compare different result granularities by allowing systems to retrieve XML elements,
ranges of XML elements, or arbitrary passages of text. This investigates
the value of the internal document structure (as provided by the XML
mark-up) for retrieving relevant information. The INEX 2009 Ad Hoc
Track featured four tasks: For the Thorough Task a ranked-list of results
(elements or passages) by estimated relevance was needed. For the Focused Task a ranked-list of non-overlapping results (elements or passages)
was needed. For the Relevant in Context Task non-overlapping results
(elements or passages) were returned grouped by the article from which
they came. For the Best in Context Task a single starting point (element
start tag or passage start) for each article was needed. We discuss the
setup of the track, and the results for the four tasks.

1

Introduction

This paper gives an overview of the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track. There are three
main research questions underlying the Ad Hoc Track. The first main research

question is the impact of the new collection—four times the size, with longer
articles, and additional semantic markup—on focused retrieval. That is, what is
the impact of collection size? What is the impact of document length, and hence
the complexity of the XML structure in the DOM tree? The second main research
question is the impact of more verbose queries—using either the XML structure,
or using multi-word phrases. That is, what is the impact of semantic annotation
on both the submitted queries, and their retrieval effectiveness? What is the
impact of explicitly annotated multi-word phrases? The third main research
question is that of the value of the internal document structure (mark-up) for
retrieving relevant information. That is, does the document structure help to
identify where the relevant information is within a document?
To study the value of the document structure through direct comparison of
element and passage retrieval approaches, the retrieval results were liberalized
to arbitrary passages since INEX 2007. Every XML element is, of course, also a
passage of text. At INEX 2008, a simple passage retrieval format was introduced
using file-offset-length (FOL) triplets, that allow for standard passage retrieval
systems to work on content-only versions of the collection. That is, the offset
and length are calculated over the text of the article, ignoring all mark-up. The
evaluation measures are based directly on the highlighted passages, or arbitrary
best-entry points, as identified by the assessors. As a result it is possible to fairly
compare systems retrieving elements, ranges of elements, or arbitrary passages.
These changes address earlier requests to liberalize the retrieval format to ranges
of elements [1] and to arbitrary passages of text [10].
The INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track featured four tasks:
1. For the Thorough Task a ranked-list of results (elements or passages) by
estimated relevance must be returned. It is evaluated by mean average interpolated precision relative to the highlighted (or believed relevant) text
retrieved.
2. For the Focused Task a ranked-list of non-overlapping results (elements or
passages) must be returned. It is evaluated at early precision relative to the
highlighted (or believed relevant) text retrieved.
3. For the Relevant in Context Task non-overlapping results (elements or passages) must be returned, these are grouped by document. It is evaluated by
mean average generalized precision where the generalized score per article is
based on the retrieved highlighted text.
4. For the Best in Context Task a single starting point (element’s starting tag
or passage offset) per article must be returned. It is also evaluated by mean
average generalized precision but with the generalized score (per article)
based on the distance to the assessor’s best-entry point.
We discuss the results for the four tasks, giving results for the top 10 participating
groups and discussing their best scoring approaches in detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 describes the
INEX 2009 ad hoc retrieval tasks and measures. Section 3 details the collection, topics, and assessments of the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track. In Section 4, we

report the results for the Thorough Task (Section 4.2); the Focused Task (Section 4.3); the Relevant in Context Task (Section 4.4); and the Best in Context
Task (Section 4.5). Finally, in Section 5, we discuss our findings and draw some
conclusions.

2

Ad Hoc Retrieval Track

In this section, we briefly summarize the ad hoc retrieval tasks and the submission format (especially how elements and passages are identified). We also
summarize the measures used for evaluation.
2.1

Tasks

Thorough Task The core system’s task underlying most XML retrieval strategies is the ability to estimate the relevance of potentially retrievable elements
or passages in the collection. Hence, the Thorough Task simply asks systems to
return elements or passages ranked by their relevance to the topic of request.
Since the retrieved results are meant for further processing (either by a dedicated interface, or by other tools) there are no display-related assumptions nor
user-related assumptions underlying the task.
Focused Task The scenario underlying the Focused Task is the return, to the
user, of a ranked list of elements or passages for their topic of request. The
Focused Task requires systems to find the most focused results that satisfy an
information need, without returning “overlapping” elements (shorter is preferred
in the case of equally relevant elements). Since ancestors elements and longer
passages are always relevant (to a greater or lesser extent) it is a challenge to
chose the correct granularity.
The task has a number of assumptions:
Display the results are presented to the user as a ranked-list of results.
Users view the results top-down, one-by-one.
Relevant in Context Task The scenario underlying the Relevant in Context
Task is the return of a ranked list of articles and within those articles the relevant information (captured by a set of non-overlapping elements or passages).
A relevant article will likely contain relevant information that could be spread
across different elements. The task requires systems to find a set of results that
corresponds well to all relevant information in each relevant article. The task
has a number of assumptions:
Display results will be grouped per article, in their original document order,
access will be provided through further navigational means, such as a document heat-map or table of contents.
Users consider the article to be the most natural retrieval unit, and prefer an
overview of relevance within this context.

Best in Context Task The scenario underlying the Best in Context Task is the
return of a ranked list of articles and the identification of a best-entry-point from
which a user should start reading each article in order to satisfy the information
need. Even an article completely devoted to the topic of request will only have
one best starting point from which to read (even if that is the beginning of the
article). The task has a number of assumptions:
Display a single result per article.
Users consider articles to be natural unit of retrieval, but prefer to be guided
to the best point from which to start reading the most relevant content.
2.2

Submission Format

Since XML retrieval approaches may return arbitrary results from within documents, a way to identify these nodes is needed. At INEX 2009, we allowed the
submission of three types of results: XML elements, file-offset-length (FOL) text
passages, and ranges of XML elements. The submission format for all tasks is a
variant of the familiar TREC format extended with two additional fields.
topic Q0 file rank rsv run id column 7 column 8

Here:
– The first column is the topic number.
– The second column (the query number within that topic) is currently unused
and should always be Q0.
– The third column is the file name (without .xml) from which a result is
retrieved, which is identical to the ¡id¿ of the Wikipedia
– The fourth column is the rank the document is retrieved.
– The fifth column shows the retrieval status value (RSV) or score that generated the ranking.
– The sixth column is called the ”run tag” identifying the group and for the
method used.
Element Results XML element results are identified by means of a file name
and an element (node) path specification. File names in the Wikipedia collection
are unique, and (with the .xml extension removed) identical to the hidi of the
Wikipedia document. That is, file 9996.xml contains the article as the target
document from the Wikipedia collection with hidi 9996.
Element paths are given in XPath, but only fully specified paths are allowed.
The next example identifies the first “article” element, then within that, the
first “body” element, then the first “section” element, and finally within that
the first “p” element.
/article[1]/body[1]/section[1]/p[1]

Importantly, XPath counts elements from 1 and counts element types. For example if a section had a title and two paragraphs then their paths would be:
title[1], p[1] and p[2].
A result element may then be identified unambiguously using the combination of its file name (or hidi) in column 3 and the element path in column 7.
Column 8 will not be used. Example:
1 Q0 9996 1 0.9999 I09UniXRun1 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]
1 Q0 9996 2 0.9998 I09UniXRun1 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[2]
1 Q0 9996 3 0.9997 I09UniXRun1 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]/p[1]

Here the results are from 9996 and select the first section, the second section,
and the first paragraph of the third section.
FOL passages Passage results can be given in File-Offset-Length (FOL) format, where offset and length are calculated in characters with respect to the
textual content (ignoring all tags) of the XML file. A special text-only version of
the collection is provided to facilitate the use of passage retrieval systems. File
offsets start counting a 0 (zero).
A result element may then be identified unambiguously using the combination of its file name (or hidi) in column 3 and an offset in column 7 and a length
in column 8. The following example is effectively equivalent to the example element result above:
1 Q0 9996 1 0.9999 I09UniXRun1 465 3426
1 Q0 9996 2 0.9998 I09UniXRun1 3892 960
1 Q0 9996 3 0.9997 I09UniXRun1 4865 496

The results are from article 9996, and the first section starts at the 466th character (so 465 characters beyond the first character which has offset 0), and has
a length of 3,426 characters.
Ranges of Elements To support ranges of elements, elemental passages can
be specified by their containing elements. We only allow elemental paths (ending
in an element, not a text-node in the DOM tree) plus an optional offset.
A result element may then be identified unambiguously using the combination of its file name (or hidi) in column 3, its start at the element path in column
7, and its end at the element path in column 8. Example:
1 Q0 9996 1 0.9999 I09UniRun1 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1]

Here the result is again the first section from 9996. Note that the seventh column
will refer to the beginning of an element (or its first content), and the eighth
column will refer to the ending of an element (or its last content). Note that this
format is very convenient for specifying ranges of elements, e.g., the first three
sections:
1 Q0 9996 1 0.9999 I09UniXRun1 /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[1] /article[1]/bdy[1]/sec[3]

2.3

Evaluation Measures

We briefly summarize the main measures used for the Ad Hoc Track. Since
INEX 2007, we allow the retrieval of arbitrary passages of text matching the
judges ability to regard any passage of text as relevant. Unfortunately this simple
change has necessitated the deprecation of element-based metrics used in prior
INEX campaigns because the “natural” retrieval unit is no longer an element,
so elements cannot be used as the basis of measure. We note that properly
evaluating the effectiveness in XML-IR remains an ongoing research question at
INEX.
The INEX 2009 measures are solely based on the retrieval of highlighted
text. We simplify all INEX tasks to highlighted text retrieval and assume that
systems will try to return all, and only, highlighted text. We then compare the
characters of text retrieved by a search engine to the number and location of
characters of text identified as relevant by the assessor. For best in context we
use the distance between the best entry point in the run to that identified by an
assessor.

Thorough Task Precision is measured as the fraction of retrieved text that
was highlighted. Recall is measured as the fraction of all highlighted text that
has been retrieved. Text seen before is automatically discounted. The notion of
rank is relatively fluid for passages so we use an interpolated precision measure
which calculates interpolated precision scores at selected recall levels. Since we
are most interested in overall performance, the main measure is mean average
interpolated precision (MAiP), calculated over over 101 standard recall points
(0.00, 0.01, 0.02, ..., 1.00). We also present interpolated precision at early recall
points (iP[0.00], iP[0.01], iP[0.05], and iP[0.10]),

Focused Task As above, precision is measured as the fraction of retrieved text
that was highlighted and recall is measured as the fraction of all highlighted
text that has been retrieved. We use an interpolated precision measure which
calculates interpolated precision scores at selected recall levels. Since we are
most interested in what happens in the first retrieved results, the main measure
is interpolated precision at 1% recall (iP[0.01]). We also present interpolated
precision at other early recall points, and (mean average) interpolated precision
over 101 standard recall points (0.00, 0.01, 0.02, ..., 1.00) as an overall measure.

Relevant in Context Task The evaluation of the Relevant in Context Task is
based on the measures of generalized precision and recall [6] over articles, where
the per document score reflects how well the retrieved text matches the relevant
text in the document. Specifically, the per document score is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall in terms of the fractions of retrieved and highlighted text
in the document. We use an Fβ score with β = 1/4 making precision four times

as important as recall:
Fβ =

(1 + β 2 ) · Precision · Recall
.
(β 2 · Precision) + Recall

We are most interested in overall performances, so the main measure is mean
average generalized precision (MAgP). We also present the generalized precision
scores at early ranks (5, 10, 25, 50).
Best in Context Task The evaluation of the Best in Context Task is based on
the measures of generalized precision and recall where the per document score
reflects how well the retrieved entry point matches the best entry point in the
document. Specifically, the per document score is a linear discounting function
of the distance d (measured in characters)
n − d(x, b)
n
for d < n and 0 otherwise. We use n = 500 which is roughly the number of
characters corresponding to the visible part of the document on a screen. We are
most interested in overall performance, and the main measure is mean average
generalized precision (MAgP). We also show the generalized precision scores at
early ranks (5, 10, 25, 50).
For further details on the INEX measures, we refer to [5]

3

Ad Hoc Test Collection

In this section, we discuss the corpus, topics, and relevance assessments used in
the Ad Hoc Track.
3.1

Corpus

Starting in 2009, INEX uses a new document collection based on the Wikipedia.
The original Wiki syntax has been converted into XML, using both general
tags of the layout structure (like article, section, paragraph, title, list and item),
typographical tags (like bold, emphatic), and frequently occurring link-tags. The
annotation is enhanced with semantic markup of articles and outgoing links,
based on the semantic knowledge base YAGO, explicitly labeling more than
5,800 classes of entities like persons, movies, cities, and many more. For a more
technical description of a preliminary version of this collection, see [9].
The collection was created from the October 8, 2008 dump of the English
Wikipedia articles and incorporates semantic annotations from the 2008-w402 version of YAGO. It contains 2,666,190 Wikipedia articles and has a total
uncompressed size of 50.7 Gb. There are 101,917,424 XML elements of at least
50 characters (excluding white-space).

<article xmlns:xlink="http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink">
<holder confidence="0.9511911446218017" wordnetid="103525454">
<entity confidence="0.9511911446218017" wordnetid="100001740">
<musical_organization confidence="0.8" wordnetid="108246613">
<artist confidence="0.9511911446218017" wordnetid="109812338">
<group confidence="0.8" wordnetid="100031264">
<header>
<title>Queen (band)</title>
<id>42010</id>
...
</header>
<bdy>
...
<songwriter wordnetid="110624540" confidence="0.9173553029164789">
<person wordnetid="100007846" confidence="0.9508927676800064">
<manufacturer wordnetid="110292316" confidence="0.9173553029164789">
<musician wordnetid="110340312" confidence="0.9173553029164789">
<singer wordnetid="110599806" confidence="0.9173553029164789">
<artist wordnetid="109812338" confidence="0.9508927676800064">
<link xlink:type="simple" xlink:href="../068/42068.xml">
Freddie Mercury</link></artist>
</singer>
</musician>
</manufacturer>
</person>
</songwriter>
...
</bdy>
</group>
</artist>
</musical_organization>
</entity>
</holder>
</article>

Fig. 1. INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track document 42010.xml (in part).
Figure 1 shows part of a document in the corpus. The whole article has been
encapsulated with tags, such as the hgroupi tag added to the Queen page.
This allows us to find particular article types easily, e.g., instead of a query
requesting articles about Freddie Mercury:
//article[about(., Freddie Mercury)]

we can specifically ask about a group about Freddie Mercury:
//group[about(., Freddie Mercury)]

which will return pages of (pop) groups mentioning Freddy Mercury. In fact, also
all internal Wikipedia links have been annotated with the tags assigned to the
page they link to, e.g., in the example about the link to Freddie Mercury gets

<topic id="2009114" ct_no="310">
<title>self-portrait</title>
<castitle>//painter//figure[about(.//caption, self-portrait)]</castitle>
<phrasetitle>"self portrait"</phrasetitle>
<description>Find self-portraits of painters.</description>
<narrative>
I am studying how painters visually depict themselves in their
work. Relevant document components are images of works of art, in
combination with sufficient explanation (i.e., a reference to the
artist and the fact that the artist him/herself is depicted in the
work of art). Also textual descriptions of these works, if
sufficiently detailed, can be relevant. Document components
discussing the portrayal of artists in general are not relevant, as
are artists that figure in painters of other artists.
</narrative>
</topic>

Fig. 2. INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track topic 2009114.
the hsingeri tag assigned. We can also use these tags to identify pages where
certain types of links occur, and further refine the query as:
//group[about(.//singer, Freddie Mercury)]

The exact NEXI query format used to express the structural hints will be explained below.
3.2

Topics

The ad hoc topics were created by participants following precise instructions.
Candidate topics contained a short CO (keyword) query, an optional structured
CAS query, a phrase title, a one line description of the search request, and narrative with a details of the topic of request and the task context in which the information need arose. For candidate topics without a hcastitlei field, a default
CAS-query was added based on the CO-query: //*[about(., "CO-query")].
Figure 2 presents an example of an ad hoc topic. Based on the submitted candidate topics, 115 topics were selected for use in the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track
as topic numbers 2009001–2009115.
Each topic contains
title A short explanation of the information need using simple keywords, also
known as the content only (CO) query. It serves as a summary of the content
of the user’s information need.
castitle A short explanation of the information need, specifying any structural
requirements, also known as the content and structure (CAS) query. The
castitle is optional but the majority of topics should include one.
phrasetitle A more verbose explanation of the information need given as a
series of phrases, just as the htitlei is given as a series of keywords.
description A brief description of the information need written in natural language, typically one or two sentences.

narrative A detailed explanation of the information need and the description of
what makes an element relevant or not. The hnarrativei should explain not
only what information is being sought, but also the context and motivation
of the information need, i.e., why the information is being sought and what
work-task it might help to solve. Assessments will be made on compliance
to the narrative alone; it is therefore important that this description is clear
and precise.
The hcastitlei contains the CAS query, an XPath expressions of the form:
A[B] or A[B]C[D] where A and C are navigational XPath expressions using only the
descendant axis. B and D are predicates using functions for text; the arithmetic
operators <, <=, >, and >= for numbers; or the connectives and and or. For
text, the about function has (nearly) the same syntax as the XPath function
contains. Usage is restricted to the form about(.path, query) where path is empty
or contains only tag-names and descendant axis; and query is an IR query having

the same syntax as the CO titles (i.e., query terms). The about function denotes
that the content of the element located by the path is about the information
need expressed in the query. As with the title, the castitle is only a hint to the
search engine and does not have definite semantics.
The purpose of the phrasetitle field is to explicate the order and grouping
of the query terms in the title. The absence of a phrasetitle implies the absence
of a phrase, e.g., a query with independent words. The title and phrasetitle together make the “phrase query” for phrase-aware search. Some topics come with
quotations marks in the title, in which case the phrasetitle is at least partially
redundant. However, we have made sure that the phrasetitle does not introduce
words other than those in the title and that the identified phrases are encapsulated in quotation marks. This setting helps us study whether systems can
improve their performance when given explicit phrases as opposed to individual
words as implicit phrases.
3.3

Judgments

Topics were assessed by participants following precise instructions. The assessors
used the GPXrai assessment system that assists assessors in highlight relevant
text. Topic assessors were asked to mark all, and only, relevant text in a pool
of documents. After assessing an article with relevance, a separate best entry
point decision was made by the assessor. The Thorough, Focused and Relevant
in Context Tasks were evaluated against the text highlighted by the assessors,
whereas the Best in Context Task was evaluated against the best-entry-points.
The relevance judgments were frozen on November 10, 2009. At this time
68 topics had been fully assessed. Moreover, some topics were judged by two
separate assessors, each without the knowledge of the other. All results in this
paper refer to the 68 topics with the judgments of the first assigned assessor,
which is typically the topic author.
– The 68 assessed topics were numbered 2009n with n: 001–006, 010–015, 020,
022, 023, 026, 028, 029, 033, 035, 036, 039–043, 046, 047, 051, 053–055,

Table 1. Candidate Topic Questionnaire.
B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B10
B11
B12
B13
B14
B15
B16
B17
B18
B19
B20

How familiar are you with the subject matter of the topic?
Would you search for this topic in real-life?
Does your query differ from what you would type in a web search engine?
Are you looking for very specific information?
Are you interested in reading a lot of relevant information on the topic?
Could the topic be satisfied by combining the information in different (parts of)
documents?
Is the topic based on a seen relevant (part of a) document?
Can information of equal relevance to the topic be found in several documents?
Approximately how many articles in the whole collection do you expect to contain
relevant information?
Approximately how many relevant document parts do you expect in the whole
collection?
Could a relevant result be (check all that apply): a single sentence; a single paragraph; a single (sub)section; a whole article
Can the topic be completely satisfied by a single relevant result?
Is there additional value in reading several relevant results?
Is there additional value in knowing all relevant results?
Would you prefer seeing: only the best results; all relevant results; don’t know
Would you prefer seeing: isolated document parts; the article’s context; don’t know
Do you assume perfect knowledge of the DTD?
Do you assume that the structure of at least one relevant result is known?
Do you assume that references to the document structure are vague and imprecise?
Comments or suggestions on any of the above (optional)

061–071, 073, 074, 076–079, 082, 085, 087–089, 091–093, 095, 096, 104, 105,
108–113, and 115
In total 50,725 articles were judged. Relevant passages were found in 4,858 articles. The mean number of relevant articles per topic is 71, and the mean number
of passages per topic is was 117.
Assessors where requested to provide a separate best entry point (BEP)
judgment, for every article where they highlighted relevant text.
3.4

Questionnaires

At INEX 2009, all candidate topic authors and assessors were asked to complete a
questionnaire designed to capture the context of the topic author and the topic
of request. The candidate topic questionnaire (shown in Table 1) featured 20
questions capturing contextual data on the search request. The post-assessment
questionnaire (shown in Table 2) featured 14 questions capturing further contextual data on the search request, and the way the topic has been judged (a
few questions on GPXrai were added to the end).
The responses to the questionnaires show a considerable variation over topics
and topic authors in terms of topic familiarity; the type of information requested;
the expected results; the interpretation of structural information in the search
request; the meaning of a highlighted passage; and the meaning of best entry

Table 2. Post Assessment Questionnaire.
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
C9
C10

C11
C12
C13
C14

Did you submit this topic to INEX?
How familiar were you with the subject matter of the topic?
How hard was it to decide whether information was relevant?
Is Wikipedia an obvious source to look for information on the topic?
Can a highlighted passage be (check all that apply): a single sentence; a single
paragraph; a single (sub)section; a whole article
Is a single highlighted passage enough to answer the topic?
Are highlighted passages still informative when presented out of context?
How often does relevant information occur in an article about something else?
How well does the total length of highlighted text correspond to the usefulness of
an article?
Which of the following two strategies is closer to your actual highlighting:
(I) I located useful articles and highlighted the best passages and nothing more,
(II) I highlighted all text relevant according to narrative, even if this meant highlighting an entire article.
Can a best entry point be (check all that apply): the start of a highlighted passage;
the sectioning structure containing the highlighted text; the start of the article
Does the best entry point correspond to the best passage?
Does the best entry point correspond to the first passage?
Comments or suggestions on any of the above (optional)

points. There is a need for further analysis of the contextual data of the topics
in relation to the results of the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track.

4

Ad Hoc Retrieval Results

In this section, we discuss, for the four ad hoc tasks, the participants and their
results.
4.1

Participation

A total of 172 runs were submitted by 19 participating groups. Table 3 lists the
participants and the number of runs they submitted, also broken down over the
tasks (Thorough, Focused, Relevant in Context, or Best in Context); the used
query (Content-Only or Content-And-Structure); whether it used the Phrase
query or Reference run; and the used result type (Element, Range of elements,
or FOL passage). Unfortunately, no less than 15 runs turned out to be invalid.
Participants were allowed to submit up to two element result-type runs per
task and up to two passage result-type runs per task (for all four tasks). In
addition, we allowed for an extra submission per task based on a reference run
containing an article-level ranking using the BM25 model. This totaled to 20 runs
per participant.1 The submissions are spread well over the ad hoc retrieval tasks
with 30 submissions for Thorough, 57 submissions for Focused, 33 submissions
for Relevant in Context, and 37 submissions for Best in Context.
1

As it turns out, one group submitted more runs than allowed: the Queensland University of Technology submitted 24 extra element runs (claiming that these runs in

346

4.2

CAS query
Phrase query
Reference run

Element results
Range of elements results
FOL results

# valid runs

# submitted runs

72
78
92
167

Participant
University of Otago
Queensland University of Technology
University of Amsterdam
Max-Planck-Institut Informatik
University of Frankfurt
ENSM-SE
Renmin University of China
INDIAN STATISTICAL INSTITUTE
University of Tampere
LIG
Doshisha University
Saint Etienne University
RMIT University
University Pierre et Marie Curie LIP6
University of Minnesota Duluth
University of Waterloo
University of Lyon3
School of Electronic Engineering and
Computer Science
University of Twente
Total runs

CO query

Id
4
5
6
10
16
22
25
29
36
48
55
60
62
68

Thorough
Focused
Relevant in Context
Best in Context

Table 3. Participants in the Ad Hoc Track.

0
4
4
3
0
0
1
0
0
3
0
3
0
2

0
12
2
8
2
4
3
2
0
3
1
4
0
2

1
12
2
0
0
0
3
0
3
3
0
3
0
0

0
12
2
2
0
0
2
0
3
3
0
3
2
0

1
20
7
11
0
4
7
2
6
12
0
13
2
4

0
20
3
2
2
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
4
0
4
0
0

1
32
10
13
2
4
9
2
4
12
1
13
1
4

0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
40
10
13
2
4
9
2
6
12
1
13
2
4

1
48
10
13
2
4
9
2
6
12
1
13
2
4

2
0
2
3

3
4
2
3

3
0
0
1

1 9
0 4
2 5
3 10

0
0
1
0

0
0
6
0

0 9
0 2
0 6
4 10

0
0
0
0

0 9 9
2 4 4
0 6 8
0 10 12

3 2 2 2 0 9 0 4 9 0 0 9 12
30 57 33 37 117 40 11 19 144 10 3 157 172

Thorough Task

We now discuss the results of the Thorough Task in which a ranked-list of nonoverlapping results (elements or passages) was required. The official measure for
the task was mean average interpolated precision (MAiP). Table 4 shows the best
run of the top 10 participating groups. The first column gives the participant,
see Table 3 for the full name of group. The second to fifth column give the
interpolated precision at 0%, 1%, 5%, and 10% recall. The sixth column gives
mean average interpolated precision over 101 standard recall levels (0%, 1%, . . . ,
100%).
fact belong to the University of Otago). Some other groups submitted too many runs
of a certain type or task. At this moment, we have not decided on any repercussions
other than mentioning them in this footnote.

Table 4. Top 10 Participants in the Ad Hoc Track Thorough Task.
Participant
p48-LIG-2009-thorough-3T
p6-UAmsIN09article
p5-BM25thorough
p92-Lyon3LIAmanlmnt?
p60-UJM 15494
p346-utCASartT09
p10-MPII-CASThBM
p167-09RefT
p68-I09LIP6OWATh
p25-ruc-base-coT

iP[.00]
0.5967
0.5938
0.6168
0.5196
0.5986
0.5461
0.5860
0.3205
0.3975
0.5440

iP[.01]
0.5841
0.5880
0.5983
0.4956
0.5789
0.5343
0.5537
0.3199
0.3569
0.4583

iP[.05]
0.5444
0.5385
0.5360
0.4761
0.5293
0.4929
0.4821
0.2779
0.2468
0.3020

iP[.10]
0.5019
0.4981
0.4917
0.4226
0.4813
0.4415
0.4225
0.2437
0.1945
0.1898

MAiP
0.2855
0.2818
0.2585
0.2496
0.2435
0.2350
0.2133
0.1390
0.0630
0.0577

Here we briefly summarize what is currently known about the experiments
conducted by the top five groups (based on official measure for the task, MAiP).
LIG Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: Starting from 2K
elements for each of the section types (sec, ss1, ss2, ss3, ss4) according to
a multinomial language model with Dirichlet smoothing, we then interleave
these five lists according to the score. We then group these results by the
ranking of the reference run on articles, keeping within a document the
element ranking. The run is based on the reference run.
University of Amsterdam Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: A standard run on an article index, using a language model with
a standard linear length prior. The run is retrieving only articles.
Queensland University of Technology Element retrieval run using the CO
query. Description: Starting from a BM25 article retrieval run on an index of
terms and tags-as-terms (produced by Otago), the top 50 retrieved articles
are further processed by extracting the list of all (overlapping) elements
which contained at least one of the search terms. The list is padded with the
remaining articles, if needed.
University of Lyon3 A manual element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: Using Indri with Dirichlet smoothing and combining two language
models: one of the full articles and one on the following tags: b, bdy, category,
causal agent, country, entry, group, image, it, list, location, p, person, physical entity, sec, software, table, title. Special queries are created used NLP
tools such as a summarizer and terminology extraction: the initial query
based on the topic’s phrase and CO title is expanded with related phrases
extracted from the other topic fields and from an automatic summary of
the top ranked documents by this initial query. In addition, standard query
expansion are used, skip phrases are allowed, and occurrences in the title are
extra weighted.
Saint Etienne University Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: Using BM25 on an element index with element frequency statistics. The
b and k parameters were tuned on the INEX 2008 collection, leading to value
different from standard document retrieval. The resulting run is filtered for

Table 5. Top 10 Participants in the Ad Hoc Track Focused Task.
Participant
p78-UWatFERBM25F
p68-I09LIP6Okapi
p10-MPII-COFoBM
p60-UJM 15525
p6-UamsFSsec2docbi100
p5-BM25BOTrangeFOC
p16-Spirix09R001
p48-LIG-2009-focused-1F
p22-emse2009-150?
p25-ruc-term-coF

iP[.00]
0.6797
0.6244
0.6740
0.6241
0.6328
0.6049
0.6081
0.5861
0.6671
0.6128

iP[.01]
0.6333
0.6141
0.6134
0.6060
0.5997
0.5992
0.5903
0.5853
0.5844
0.4973

iP[.05]
0.5006
0.5823
0.5222
0.5742
0.5140
0.5619
0.5342
0.5431
0.4396
0.3307

iP[.10]
0.4095
0.5290
0.4474
0.4920
0.4647
0.5057
0.4979
0.5055
0.3699
0.2414

MAiP
0.1854
0.3001
0.1973
0.2890
0.1928
0.2912
0.2865
0.2702
0.1470
0.0741

elements from articles in the reference run, while retaining the original element ranking. The run is based on the reference run.
Based on the information from these and other participants:
– All ten runs use retrieve element type results. Three out of ten runs retrieve
only article elements: the second ranked p6-UAmsIN09article, sixth ranked
p346-utCASartT09, and the eighth ranked p167-09RefT.
– Eight of the ten runs use the CO query, the runs ranked sixth, p346-utCASartT09, and seventh, p10-MPII-CASThBM use the structured CAS query.
– Three runs are based on the reference run: the first ranked p48-LIG-2009thorough-3T, the fifth ranked p60-UJM 15494, and the eighth ranked p16709RefT
4.3

Focused Task

We now discuss the results of the Focused Task in which a ranked-list of nonoverlapping results (elements or passages) was required. The official measure
for the task was (mean) interpolated precision at 1% recall (iP[0.01]). Table 5
shows the best run of the top 10 participating groups. The first column gives the
participant, see Table 3 for the full name of group. The second to fifth column
give the interpolated precision at 0%, 1%, 5%, and 10% recall. The sixth column
gives mean average interpolated precision over 101 standard recall levels (0%,
1%, . . . , 100%).
Here we briefly summarize what is currently known about the experiments
conducted by the top five groups (based on official measure for the task, iP[0.01]).
University of Waterloo FOL passage retrieval run using the CO query. Description: the run uses the Okapi BM25 model in Wumpus to score all
content-bearing elements such as sections and paragraphs. It uses a fielded
Okapi BM25F over two fields: a title composed of the concatenation of article
and all ancestor’s and current section titles, and a body field is the rest of
the section. Training was done at element level and an average field length
was used.

LIP6 Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: A BM25 run with
b=0.2 and k=2.0 and retrieving 1,500 articles for the CO queries, where
negated words are removed from the query. For each document, the /article[1]
element is retrieved. The run is retrieving only articles.
Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik Element retrieval run using the CO
query. Description: Using EBM25, an XML-specific extension of BM25 using element frequencies of individual tag-term pairs, i.e., for each distinct
tag and term, we precompute an individual element frequency, capturing
the amount of tags under which the term appears in the entire collection.
A static decay factor for the TF component is used to make the scoring
function favor smaller elements rather than entire articles.
Saint Etienne University An element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: Using BM25 on an standard article index. The b and k parameters
were tuned on the INEX 2008 collection. The run is retrieving only articles.
University of Amsterdam Element retrieval run using the CAS query. Description: Language model run on a non-overlapping section index with top
100 reranked using a link degree prior. The link degree prior is the indegree+outdegree using local links from the retrieved sections. The link degree
prior is applied to the article level, thus all sections from the same article
have the same link prior.
Based on the information from these and other participants:
– Seven runs use the CO query. Three runs, the fifth ranked p6-UamsFSsec2docbi100, the sixth ranked p5-BM25BOTrangeFOC, and the seventh ranked
p16-Spirix09R001 use the structured CAS query. The ninth run, p22-emse2009-150, uses a manually expanded query using words from the description
and narrative fields.
– Eight runs retrieve elements as results. The top ranked p78-UWatFERBM25F
retrieves FOL passages, and the sixth ranked p5-BM25BOTrangeFOC retrieves ranges of elements.
– The systems at rank second, (p68-I09LIP6Okapi ), fourth (p60-UJM 15525 ),
and seventh (p16-Spirix09R001 ) are retrieving only full articles.
4.4

Relevant in Context Task

We now discuss the results of the Relevant in Context Task in which nonoverlapping results (elements or passages) need to be returned grouped by the
article they came from. The task was evaluated using generalized precision where
the generalized score per article was based on the retrieved highlighted text. The
official measure for the task was mean average generalized precision (MAgP).
Table 6 shows the top 10 participating groups (only the best run per group is
shown) in the Relevant in Context Task. The first column lists the participant,
see Table 3 for the full name of group. The second to fifth column list generalized
precision at 5, 10, 25, 50 retrieved articles. The sixth column lists mean average
generalized precision.

Table 6. Top 10 Participants in the Ad Hoc Track Relevant in Context Task.
Participant
p5-BM25RangeRIC
p4-Reference
p6-UamsRSCMartCMdocbi100
p48-LIG-2009-RIC-1R
p36-utampere given30 nolinks
p346-utCASrefR09
p60-UJM 15502
p167-09RefR
p25-ruc-base-casF
p72-umd ric 1

gP[5]
0.3345
0.3311
0.3192
0.3027
0.3128
0.2216
0.2003
0.1595
0.2113
0.0943

gP[10]
0.2980
0.2936
0.2794
0.2604
0.2802
0.1904
0.1696
0.1454
0.1946
0.0801

gP[25]
0.2356
0.2298
0.2074
0.2055
0.2101
0.1457
0.1311
0.1358
0.1566
0.0574

gP[50]
0.1786
0.1716
0.1660
0.1548
0.1592
0.1095
0.0998
0.1205
0.1380
0.0439

MAgP
0.1885
0.1847
0.1773
0.1760
0.1720
0.1188
0.1075
0.1045
0.1028
0.0424

Here we briefly summarize the information available about the experiments
conducted by the top five groups (based on MAgP).
Queensland University of Technology Run retrieving ranges of elements
using the CO query. Description: Starting from a BM25 article retrieval
run on an index of terms and tags-as-terms (produced by Otago), the top
50 retrieved articles are further processed by identifying the first and last
element in the article (in reading order) which contained any of the search
terms. The focused result was then specified as a range of two elements
(which could be one and the same). The list is padded with the remaining
articles.
University of Otago Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description:
the run uses the Okapi BM25 model on an article index, with parameters
trained on the INEX 2008 collection. The run is retrieving only articles and
is based on the reference run—in fact, it is the original reference run.
University of Amsterdam Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: The results from section index are grouped and ranked based on
the the article ranking from the article index. The section run is reranked
using the Wikipedia categories as background models before we cut-off the
section run at 1,500 results per topic. The article run is similarly reranked
using the Wikipedia categories as background models and link degree priors
using the local incoming and outgoing links at article level.
LIG Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: First, separate lists
of 2K elements are generated for the element types sec, ss1, ss2, ss3, and
ss4, the five lists are merged according to score. Second, an article ranking
is obtained using a mulinomial language model with Dirichlet smoothing.
Third, the element results are group using the article ranking, by retaining
with each article the reading order. Then we remove overlaps according to
the reading order.
University of Tampere Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: For each document the only retrieved passage was between the first
and the last link to the top 30 documents. If there were no such links, the
whole article was returned. The run is based on the reference run.
Based on the information from these and other participants:

Table 7. Top 10 Participants in the Ad Hoc Track Best in Context Task.
Participant
p5-BM25bepBIC
p62-RMIT09titleO
p10-MPII-COBIBM
p48-LIG-2009-BIC-3B
p6-UamsBAfbCMdocbi100
p92-Lyon3LIAmanBEP?
p36-utampere given30 nolinks
p346-utCASrefB09
p25-ruc-term-coB
p167-09LrnRefB

gP[5]
0.2941
0.3112
0.2903
0.2778
0.2604
0.2887
0.2141
0.1993
0.1603
0.1369

gP[10]
0.2690
0.2757
0.2567
0.2564
0.2298
0.2366
0.1798
0.1737
0.1610
0.1250

gP[25]
0.2119
0.2156
0.2053
0.1969
0.1676
0.1815
0.1462
0.1248
0.1274
0.1181

gP[50]
0.1657
0.1673
0.1598
0.1469
0.1478
0.1482
0.1234
0.0941
0.0976
0.1049

MAgP
0.1711
0.1710
0.1662
0.1571
0.1544
0.1483
0.1207
0.1056
0.1013
0.0953

– The runs ranked sixth (p346-utCASrefR09 ) and ninth (p25-ruc-base-casF )
are using the CAS query. All other runs use only the CO query in the topic’s
title field.
– The top scoring run retrieves ranges of elements, all other runs retrieve
elements as results.
– Solid article ranking seems a prerequisite for good overall performance, with
second best run, p4-Reference and the eighth best run, p167-09RefR, retrieving only full articles.
4.5

Best in Context Task

We now discuss the results of the Best in Context Task in which documents were
ranked on topical relevance and a single best entry point into the document was
identified. The Best in Context Task was evaluated using generalized precision
but here the generalized score per article was based on the distance to the assessor’s best-entry point. The official measure for the task was mean average
generalized precision (MAgP).
Table 7 shows the top 10 participating groups (only the best run per group
is shown) in the Best in Context Task. The first column lists the participant, see
Table 3 for the full name of group. The second to fifth column list generalized
precision at 5, 10, 25, 50 retrieved articles. The sixth column lists mean average
generalized precision.
Here we briefly summarize the information available about the experiments
conducted by the top five groups (based on MAgP).
Queensland University of Technology Element retrieval run using the CO
query. Description: Starting from a BM25 article retrieval run on an index
of terms and tags-as-terms (produced by Otago), the top 50 retrieved articles are further processed by identifying the first element (in reading order)
containing any of the search terms. The list is padded with the remaining
articles.
RMIT University Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: Using Zettair with Okapi BM25 on an article-level index. The BEP is assumed
to be at the start of the article. The run is retrieving only articles.

Max-Planck-Institut für Informatik Element retrieval run using the CO
query. Description: Using EBM25, an XML-specific extension of BM25 using element frequencies of individual tag-term pairs, i.e., for each distinct
tag and term, we precompute an individual element frequency, capturing
the amount of tags under which the term appears in the entire collection.
A static decay factor for the TF component is used to make the scoring
function favor smaller elements rather than entire articles, but the final run
returns the start of the article as BEP. The run is retrieving only articles.
LIG Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: First, separate lists
of 2K elements are generated for the element types sec, ss1, ss2, ss3, and ss4,
the five lists are merged according to score. Second, an article ranking is
obtained from the reference run. Third, for each article the best scoring
element is used as the entry point. The run is based on the reference run.
University of Amsterdam Element retrieval run using the CO query. Description: Article index run with standard pseudo-relevance feedback (using
Indri), reranked with Wikipedia categories as background models and link
degree priors using the local incoming and outgoing links at article level.
The run is retrieving only articles.
Based on the information from these and other participants:
– The second best run (p62-RMIT09titleO) retrieves FOL passages, all other
runs return elements as results. The FOL passage run is a degenerate case
that always puts the BEP at the start of the article.
– As for the Relevant in Context Task, we see again that solid article ranking is very important. In fact, we see runs putting the BEP at the start
of all the retrieved articles at rank two (p62-RMIT09titleO), rank three
(p10-MPII-COBIBM ), rank five (p6-UamsBAfbCMdocbi100 ), and rank ten
(p167-09LrnRefB ).
– With the exception of the run ranked eight (p346-utCASrefB09 ), which used
the CAS query, all the other best runs per group use the CO query.

5

Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper we provided an overview of the INEX 2009 Ad Hoc Track that
contained four tasks: For the Thorough Task a ranked-list of results (elements or
passages) by estimated relevance was required. For the Focused Task a rankedlist of non-overlapping results (elements or passages) was required. For the Relevant in Context Task non-overlapping results (elements or passages) grouped
by the article that they belong to were required. For the Best in Context Task
a single starting point (element’s starting tag or passage offset) per article was
required. We discussed the results for the four tasks.
Given the efforts put into the fair comparison of element and passage retrieval
approaches, the number submissions using FOL passages and range of elements
was disappointing. Thirteen submissions used ranges of elements or FOL passage
results, whereas 144 submissions used element results. In addition, several of the

passage or FOL submissions used exclusively full articles as results. Still the
non-element submissions were competitive with the top ranking runs for both
the Focused and Relevant in Context Tasks, and the second ranking run for
the Best in Context Task. There were too few submissions to draw any definite
conclusions, but the outcome broadly confirms earlier results using passage-based
element retrieval [3, 4].
There were also few submissions using the explicitly annotated phrases of the
phrase query: ten in total. Phrase query runs were competitive with several of
them in the overall top 10 results, but the impact of the phrases seemed marginal.
Recall, that the exact same terms were present in the CO query, and the only
difference was the phrase annotation. This is in line with earlier work. The use of
phrases in queries has been studied extensively. In early publications, the usage
of phrases and proximity operators showed improved retrieval results but rarely
anything substantial [e.g., 2]. As retrieval models became more advanced, the
usage of query operators was questioned. E.g., Mitra et al. [7] conclude that
when using a good ranking algorithm, phrases have no effect on high precision
retrieval (and sometimes a negative effect due to topic drift). Rasolofo and Savoy
[8] combine term-proximity heuristics with an Okapi model, obtaining marginal
improvements for early precision but with hardly observable impact on the MAP
scores.
There were 19 submissions using the reference run providing a solid article
ranking for further processing. These runs turned out to be competitive, with
runs in the top 10 for all tasks. Hence the reference run was successful in helping
participants to create high quality runs. However, run based on the reference
run were not directly comparable, since participants used these runs in different
ways leading to substantially different underlying article rankings.
Finally, the Ad Hoc Track had three main research questions. The first main
research question was to study the effect of the new collection. We saw that the
collection’s size had little impact, with similar numbers of articles with relevance
as for the INEX 2006–2008 collection. The second main research question was
the impact of verbose queries using phrases or structural hints. The relatively
few phase query submissions showed only marginal differences. The CAS query
runs were in general less effective than the CO query runs, with one notable
exception for the early precision measures of the Focused Task. The third main
research question was the comparative analysis of element and passage retrieval
approaches, hoping to shed light on the value of the document structure as
provided by the XML mark-up. Despite the low number of non-element runs,
we saw that some of the best performing system used FOL passages or ranges of
elements. For all main research questions, we hope and expect that the resulting
test collection will prove its value in future use. After all, the main aim of the
INEX initiative is to create bench-mark test-collections for the evaluation of
structured retrieval approaches.
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Appendix: Full run names

Group
4
5
5
5
5
6
6
6
6
10
10
10
16
22
25
25
25
25
36
36
48
48
48
48
60
60
60
62
68
68
72
78
92
92
167
167
167
346
346
346

Run
617
757
781
797
824
634
813
814
816
619
620
632
872
672
727
737
739
899
688
701
684
685
714
719
822
828
868
896
679
704
666
707
695
699
651
657
660
637
647
648

Label
Reference
BM25thorough
BM25BOTrangeFOC
BM25RangeRIC
BM25bepBIC
UAmsIN09article
UamsFSsec2docbi100
UamsRSCMartCMdocbi100
UamsBAfbCMdocbi100
MPII-COFoBM
MPII-CASThBM
MPII-COBIBM
Spirix09R001
emse2009-150
ruc-base-coT
ruc-term-coB
ruc-term-coF
ruc-base-casF
utampere given30 nolinks
utampere given30 nolinks
LIG-2009-thorough-3T
LIG-2009-focused-1F
LIG-2009-RIC-1R
LIG-2009-BIC-3B
UJM 15494
UJM 15502
UJM 15525
RMIT09titleO
I09LIP6Okapi
I09LIP6OWATh
umd ric 1
UWatFERBM25F
Lyon3LIAmanBEP
Lyon3LIAmanlmnt
09RefT
09RefR
09LrnRefB
utCASartT09
utCASrefR09
utCASrefB09

Task
RiC
Tho
Foc
RiC
BiC
Tho
Foc
RiC
BiC
Foc
Tho
BiC
Foc
Foc
Tho
BiC
Foc
RiC
RiC
BiC
Tho
Foc
RiC
BiC
Tho
RiC
Foc
BiC
Foc
Tho
RiC
Foc
BiC
Tho
Tho
RiC
BiC
Tho
RiC
BiC

Query
CO
CO
CAS
CO
CO
CO
CAS
CO
CO
CO
CAS
CO
CAS
CO
CO
CO
CO
CAS
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CO
CAS
CAS
CAS

Results
Ele
Ele
Ran
Ran
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
FOL
Ele
Ele
Ele
FOL
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele
Ele

Notes
Reference run Article-only
Article-only
Article-only
Article-only
Article-only

Article-only

Article-only
Article-only
Phrases Manual

Reference run
Reference run
Reference run

Reference run
Reference run
Article-only
Article-only
Article-only

Phrases Manual Article-only
Phrases Manual
Reference run Article-only
Reference run Article-only
Reference run Article-only
Article-only
Reference run
Reference run

